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A noncompact locally compact group G is minimally weakly almost periodic 
(nr.a.p.) if each w.a.p. function on G can be written as ,q ~ h where R is almost 
periodic and h vanishes at infinity. If G is minimally w.a.p., then the coeficient 
functions of unitary representations which have no nonzero finite-dimensional 
subrepresentations vanish at infinity. We show that M(n), the motion group of 
the Euclidean n-space, and SL(2, R) are minimally w.a.p. We also shop that a 
noncompact locally compact connected solvable group G is minimally w.a.p. if 
and only if G/K(G) g M(2) .h w erc K(G) is the largest compact normal sub- 
group of G. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
For a locally compact group G, let C(G) d cnotc the algebra of bounded 
complex-valued continuous functions on G with the sup norm and C,,(G) 
denote the subalgebra of C(G) consisting of functions vanishing at infinity. 
Let AI’(G) be the space of almost periodic (a.p.) functions in C(G) and W(G) 
the space of weakly almost periodic (w.a.p.) functions in C(G). While functions 
in M’(G) can be approximated uniformly by coefficient functions of finite- 
dimensional unitary representations of G; in general, J&‘(G) is too big to have 
a similar theorem. For example, if G is a noncompact Abelian group, then the 
Fourier-Stieltjes algebra of G is not uniformly dense in W(G), cf. Rudin [26] 
and Ramirez [25]. Therefore, in this case, W(G) contains functions which arc 
not usually considered in herminic analysis. 
It is well known that, for any locally compact group G, Iv(G) has a unique 
invariant mean mc , cf. Eberlein [7] for the Abelian case and Ryll-Nardzewski 
[28] for the general case. Let W,(G) -1 [fs W(G): m,(if i) = 01. Then W(G) 
AP(G) @ WO(G), cf. Eberlein [9] for the Abelian case and de Leeuw and 
Glicksberg [6] for the general case. If  G is compact, then C(G) :- HJ(G) = 
AP(G) = C,(G) and W”(G) = {O}. Th ere ore, f  we ale only interested in non- 
compact G. If  G is noncompact, then C,(G) C W,,(G). Therefore, the structure 
of J+‘(G) is at its simplest when C,(G) = I;V,(G). 
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DEFINITION. A locally compact group G is minimally w.a.p. if C,(G) = 
W,(G). 
Note that if G is minimally w.a.p., then W(G) = AP(G) @ C,,(G) and the 
uniform closure of the Fourier-Stieltjes algebra of G equals W(G). (Recall that 
von Neumann [24] called a group minimally a.p. if AP(G) = C (the constant 
functions on G).) 
Burckel [2, Theorem 4.171 proved that if G is a noncompact locally compact 
Abelian group, then C,(G) & W,(G). In [4] we showed that if G is a non- 
compact discrete group or a noncompact nilpotent group or the ax + b group, 
then W,(G)/C,(G) contains a copy of la and hence is not minimally w.a.p. 
On the other hand, we showed that M(2), the motion group of the Euclidean 
plane, is minimally w.a.p. The purpose of this paper is to study the following 
natural questions: Are there other groups which are also minimally w.a.p. ? 
Are there characterizations for minimally w.a.p. groups? We shall focus our 
attention on connected groups. For connected solvable groups we have a 
complete answer to these questions. 
THEOREM. Let G be a noncompact locally compact connected solvable group, 
K(G) its largest compact normal subgroup. Then G is minimally w.a.p. if and only 
if G/K(G) is topologically isomorphic to M(2). 
For amenable groups the situation is more complicated and we do not have 
a complete characterization of minimally w.a.p. groups yet. But we do have the 
following. 
THEOREM. (1) Let G be a noncompact locally compact connected amenable 
group, K(G) its largest compact normal subgroup. If  G is minimally w.a.p., then 
G/K(G) is isomorphic to K . R”, the semidirect product of a compact connected 
subgroup K of SO(n) and R* where K acts on Rn naturally and irreducibly. 
(2) Let M(n) = SO(n) . R” be the motion group of the Euclidean space R”. 
Then M(n) is minimally w.a.p. 
For a locally compact group G, let B(G) be the Fourier-Stieltjes algebra of G. 
It is known that B(G) C W(G). Th ere ore, f  if W(G) is small, then so is B(G). 
A consequence of the above theorem is the following. 
COROLLARY. Each f E B(M(n)) can be written as g + h where g E B(M(n)) n 
AP(M(n)) and h E C,,(M(n)). 
Roughly speaking, the above corollary says that if a unitary representation U 
of M(n) is a direct integral of infinite-dimensional irreducible unitary representa- 
tions, then the coefficient functions of U belong to C,(M(n)). In particular, the 
coefficient functions of infinite-dimensional irreducible unitary representations 
of M(n) vanish at infinity. This is exactly the statement of Corollary to Theorem 4 
of Baggett and Taylor [I]. 
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In Section 4 we will prove the following. 
THEOREM. W(SL(2, R)) = C @ C,,(SL(2, R)). Therefore, S’L(2, R) ins horh 
minimally a.p. and u1.a.p. 
Again the above theorem has the following consequence: 
COROLLARY. Each continuous positive d+nite function on X(2, R) ronaer~es 
at infinitWv. 
We will point out that the above corollary can also be proved by applying 
some of the deep results in Kunze and Stein [2 I J. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let G be a locally compact group. A fixed left Haar measure of G will hc 
denoted by ho. Iffe C(G) and x E G, If{r.J], the left (right) translation off 
by X, is defined by (&f)(y) =f(,ry) ((Yap) =-.f(rs)). Recall that SE C(G) 
is w.a.p. if the set (Zzf: x E Gl (or, equivalently, the set {r,.f: x E Gj) is relatively 
compact with respect to the weak topology of C(G). (vv.a.1’. functions were first 
defined and studied by Eberlein [7]. Many of the basic results (for Xbelian 
groups) are due to him. Burckel’s monograph [2] is a convenience reference for 
many of the results concerning w.a.p. functions mentioned throughout this 
paper.) W(G) is a translation invariant closed subalgebra of C(G) and each 
f  E W(G) is uniformly continuous, i.e., x ---f 1,f and x --j raf are continuous 
mappings from G into C(G). Since Grothendieck’s criterion for w.a.p. functions 
will be applied several times in this paper we like to quote it here. 
LEMMA 2. I (Grothendieck [16]). Let G be a locali! compact group. Then 
f  E C(G) is zG.a.p. if and only if wheneaer {xi) and [y,;) are two sequences in G and 
limi lim,,f(xj?,,,) and lim, lim,J(xPyh) exist, then they are equal. 
We will also need a few other preliminary lemmas concerning w.a.p. functions. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let G and H be locally compact Rroz+s and v  he a continuous 
homomorphismfrom Gonto H. 
(a) [f H is not minimally z.a.p., then G is not either. 
(b) [f both II and ker q~ are noncompact, then G is not minimally zc.n.p. 
/‘lY~f$ See [4]. 
I f  G is a locally compact group, k’ a closed normal subgroup of G. and fc- 
II’(G), then set 
.f"(x) -~- mK(fxk s E G. 
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where fz E W(K) is defined by f,(K) = f(A), k E K. Since f  is uniformly con- 
tinuous, if X, - X, then ijfz -fz jjcc --f 0. Therefore, f” is continuous on G. 
Since vnK is K-invariant, oneasees that f” is constant on each coset of K. From 
now on we will considerf” as a continuous function on G/K. Note that 1 f” 1 < 
If IR and lif” lia < iifliz . For h: f  G, the coset xK will be denoted by a% 
LEMMA 2.3. Let G be a locally compact group and K be a closed normal 
subgroup of G. If  f~ W(G), then f” E W(G/K) and m,(f) = mciK(f”). In 
particular, W,,(G)K C W,,(G/H). 
Proof. Let f~ W(G). Consider a sequence of left translates (16,fK) off”. 
Since f  is w.a.p., there exists a subsequence (&,,f) of (&,f) such that Z,,J 
converges to a function h E IV(G) in weak topology. Let v  E C(G/H)*. Define I% 
on W(G) as follows: v”(g) = v(g”). Clearly, yK is linear and continuous. So 
vK(E,,,f) converges to r+(h) or ~((l~,,,f)“) = ~(l~~,(f”)) converges to V(P). We 
have shown that la,,(f”) converged to hK in weak topology and hence f  K is w.a.p. 
Define a linear functional m on W(G) as follows: m(f) = mc&fK). Note that 
11 m )) ,< 1, m(f) 3 0 i f f  > 0 and 
m(1of) == mGiK((laf)X) 
= mdWK)) = mGiK(f’Y 
= m(f). 
So m is a left invariant mean on W(G). By uniqueness of left invariant mean on 
W(G), we get m  = mc , see [2]. Finally, let f~ W,,(G) then mcix(] f” I) ,< 
mG!,(lflK) = mc(lfl) = 0. Sof”~ W,,(G/K). 
LEhuuA 2.4. If  G is a locally compact group and K a compact normal subgroup 
of G, then G is minimally w.a.p. if and only ;f  G/K is minimally w.a.p. 
Proof. The “only if” part is a special case of Lemma 2.2(a). To see the “if” 
part, by the above lemma, we only have to show that iffE ZV,(G)\C,,(G),f 2 0, 
f” .$ C,(G/K). By assumption, there exists a set Y and e > 0 such that the 
closure of Y is not compact andf( y) 3 E if y  E I’. Choose a small neighborhood 
V of e in K such that ~ ~(XZI) - -f(x)1 < c/2 if x E G, 71 E I/. Then 
.fW = mdfd = /Kf(4 dk 
the integral is respect to the normalized Haar measure of the compact group K. 
so, 
.fK(9) a ~vfW~ d/s 
> 612 . X,(V) > 0, if y  E Y. 
Since Y is not relatively compact, neither is ( j: y  E I”}. ThereforefK $ C,(G/K). 
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Remadz. Let G be a connected locally compact group. Then it contains a 
largest compact normal subgroup K(G), cf. Iwasawa [20, Lemma 4.21. Note that 
by Yamabe’s approximation theorem G/K(G) is a Lie group, see [23]. By the 
above lemma, to study whether C,(G) = W&G) it suffices to study whether 
G,(GIK(G)) = ~,(GPW)>. 
For 3 general locally compact group G, H(G), the F ourier--Stieltjes algebra 
of G, is the algebra of coefficient functions of unitary representations of G or. 
equivalently, the algebra of lmear combinations of positive definite continuous 
functions of G, see Eymard [lo] for the basic properties of B(G). (In this paper 
representation means continuous representation.) For Abelian G, B(G) is just 
the algebra of Fourier-Stieltjes transforms of bounded Bore1 tneasures on the 
dual group of G. 
In [ 12, (‘hapt. III], Godement proved that B(G) hs ds 3 unique invariant mean. 
Since B(G) C W(G), it is just the restriction of mc to B(G). FIe also proved that 
H(G) H,(G) @ B,(G) where B,(G) =: B(G) n rlP(C) [C:=, cp,: where 
z i c, J, c/3, cj EC and ~~ are coefficient functions of irreducible finite- 
dimensional unitary representation<) and B,(G) f,f~. B(G): ~~(‘f ‘) : 01 
the sp3w of coefficient functions of unitary representations of G which have no 
nonzero finite-dimensional invariant subspaces. In particular, the cod?icient 
functions of an infinite-dimensional unitary irreducible representation of (; 
belongs to B,(G). Finally, let B,(G) ..= B(G) n C,,(G). Xote that B,,(C) C B,(C) 
and recently the algebra B,(G) h as b een studied by se\-era1 authors;, c.g. [ I I 1. 
I f  G is minimally w.a.p., then B,(G) C C’,,(G) and hence R:(G) B,,( G’! 
or, equivalently, the coefficient functions of unitarT- representations of C which 
have no nonzero finite-dimensional subrepresentations vanish at infinity. ‘l‘hv 
situation is completely different for Abelian groups. For if G is a noncompact 
A%bc-lian group, then by applying well-known results of H&on [I 71 and Rudin 
[27, (‘hapt. 51 one concludes that there exists a continuous bounded Borcl 
measure p on r, the dual of G, such that its Fourier~-Stieltjes transform fi E (‘,JG). 
B!; Bherlein [S], $ E B,(G). In fact p can be taken to be any nonzero continuous 
bounded Bore1 measure on a Helson set of IY (See the proof of [2, ‘Theorem 4.171 
for the details.) njote that $ is a coefficient function of the unitar!’ Ircpresentation 
I -I’ of G on L”(y) defined by (Czuf)(t) = t(x),f(t). t E I’, s E G. f~ L’(p). Sincc~ 
/J is continuous, Uil has no nonzero finite-dimensional subrepresentations. 
If  G is minimally w.a.p., then, as remarked in [4, p. 193], the uniform closure 
of 61(G) equals W(G). Again the situation is completely different for Ahelian 
groups. In fact, for Abelian G, Eberlein first raised the question whether H(G) 
is uniformly dense in W(G). Rudin [26] p roved that it is not so for a large class 
of Abelian groups, and Ramirez [25] proved that Rudin’s result holds for everv 
noncompact Abelian group. (See [2, chapt. 41 t ‘or further remarks on this 
theorem.) 
.I locafI!- compact group G is amenable if C(G) has a kft invariant mean 
p~LEr(G)l, ‘IpI : I, p x 0 and ~(l~.f) ,~(,f) if L^  I;: G and .f~- C‘(G). It is 
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known that compact groups and solvable groups are maenable, cf. [13]. For 
connected G, G is amenable if and only if G/rad(G) is compact where rad(G) 
is the largest connected solvable normal subgroup of G, cf. [13, Corollary 3.3.31. 
For example M(n) is solvable if n = 2 and amenable but not solvable if IZ > 3. 
When G is a u-compact amenabIe group, then there exists a sequence of compact 
neighborhoods ( Uj} of the identity such that 
(i) Uj C U,+r , j = 1, 2 ,...; uj”=r Uj = G; 
(ii) for x E G, Xo(xUj d U,)/h,( Uj) --f 0 asj ---f co. 
Here for two sets A and B. A dB = (A\@ u (B\A). As in [3] we will call such 
a sequence an F-sequence. For example, if G = R”, then Uj = {x = (x1 ,..., 
xn) E R”: / x 1 = (xl2 + ... + xn2)l12 < j} is an F-sequence. For if y  E Rn, 
1 y  1 < k, then ( Uj + y) n Ui 3 UjeYC and, using spherical coordinates, 
AR&( Uj-le)/&( Uj) = (j - k)“/jn + 1 
asj+ co. 
Since W(G) has a unique invariant mean, it is easy to see that if ( Uj) is an 
F-sequence, then 
3. SOLVABLE GROUPS AND AMENABLE GROUPS 
For connected solvable groups we know exactly which ones are minimally 
w.a.p. 
THEOREM 3.1. A connected solvable locally compact group G is minimally 
w.a.p. ;f  and only zf G/K(G) is topologically isomorphic to the motion group M(2). 
Proof. I f  G/K(G) is isomorphic to M(2), then by [4, Theorem 4.81 G/K(G) 
is minimally w.a.p. Therefore, by Lemma 2.4, G is minimally w.a.p. 
Conversely, assume that G is minimally w.a.p. Then, by Lemma 2.4, G/K(G) 
is minimally w.a.p. Therefore, we may assume that K(G) = {e} and hence G is a 
Lie group. We have to show that G is isomorphic to M(2). Let N be the largest 
connected nilpotent normal subgroup of G, i.e., the nil-radical of G. Then G/N 
is Abelian and, since K(N) = (e>, N is simply connected, cf. [15, Lemma 3.11. 
If  G/N is noncompact, then by Burckel [2, Theorem 4.171 or [4, Theorem 4.61 
C,(G/N) $ W&G/N). By Lemma 2.2(a), G is not minimally w.a.p., contradicting 
our assumption. So G/N is compact and hence is isomorphic to T’; for some k > 0 
where T is the compact circle group. By Hochschild [19, p. 1391, G z TL . LV, 
the semiproduct of TJL and N with Tk acting on N as bicontinuous automor- 
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phisms. Let Iv’ be the closure of the derived group of N. Then n“ is a charac- 
teristic subgroup of N and hence is invariant under Tk. So G/N z Tk (N/X’) 
where the action of T” on N/N is induced by the action of Th on :V in the obvious 
way. If  N’ + {e} then, since K(G) = {e}, N’ is noncompact. Since X/N’ is 
nontrivial and simply connected, topologically it is homeomorphic to R7 for 
some 1 .> 0 and hence is noncompact. Therefore, G is the extension of the 
noncompact group N’ by another noncompact group GIN’. By Lemma 2.2(b), 
G is not minimally w.a.p. which contradicts our assumption. So IV’ (ej, i.e., 
1Y is abelian. Since N is simply connected, it is a real vector group J’, G G T” I . . 
Denote the action of T’; on J’ by 7~. The group of bicontinuous automorphisms 
of V is known to be GL( V) cf. [ 18, p. 4341. Therefore, rr can be considered as a 
continuous representation of T’; on the real vector space I*. 
I f  vi is a vector subspace of V such that r(t)( vr) C J’r for each t E T”‘, then 
C-i is a normal subgroup of G and G/ Vr z Tk (Jr/ I/;), the semiproduct of T” 
and Jr/ Jr1 . I f  0 $ V, $ V, then both G/J’i and J-r are noncompact and h> 
Lemma 2.2(b), G is not minimally w.a.p., contradicting our assumption. 
Therefore, the representation r is irreducible on v. Since T”’ is Abelian, dim I’ 
1 or 2. I f  dim I7 =: 1, then the representation 7~ has to be trivial. So G, being 
the direct product of T” and J’, is Abelian and hence G is not minimally w.a.17.. 
contradicting our assumption. Thus dim F = 2 and V z R”. 
Now rr(T”) is a compact connected Abelian subgroup of X(2, R) and hence 
n(T”‘) -2 T, since the maximal compact Abelian subgroups of SL(2, R) are 
isomorphic to T. Let ker 7~ -= {t E T”‘: r(t) ~= I}. It is easily checked that ker 7: 
is contained in the center of G and hence is normal. Therefore ker n, being a 
compact normal subgroup of G, is contained in R(G) =:- [cJ, i.e., ker r iei. 
So 71 is faithful and, since n(T”) g T, k r= I. 
Therefore G g T Ra. It is then easy to check that G is topologically iso- 
morphic to M(2). 
The next two theorems are generalizations of Theorem 3.1 to amenable 
groups. 
'~EOREM 3.2. If G is a minimally w.a.p. locally compact connected amenable 
group, then G/K(G) is topologically isomorphic to the semidirect product of a compact 
subgroup K of SO(n) and R” where K acts on R’” naturally and irreducib&. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.4, we may assume that K(G) =- {e$. Therefore, Greenleaf 
and Emerson’s structure theorem for connected amenable groups [ 14, Lemma 4.21 
implies that G -g KI S, a semidirect product of a compact connected Lie group 
Ki and a simply connected solvable Lie group S with KI acting on S. Let 5” 
be the closure of the derived group of S. As in the proof of Theorem 3. I, we see 
th?t S’ -- {e), S is ‘ Abelia n and hence S g R” for some n. J-sing the fact that 
K(G) = = {ej we see that the action of Kr on R” is faithful. Since the set of 
bicontinuous automorphisms of R” is GL(n, R), Ki can be identified with a 
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compact connected subgroup of GL(n, R) (and hence of SL(n, R)) with Kr 
acting on R” naturally. Since Kr is compact, there exists a compact connected 
group K C SO(n) and (T E GL(n, R) such that u&-t = K, see [18, p. 3531. 
Let v: KI . R” ---f K . R” be defined by ~(kr , X) = (&a-l, UX), (k, , X) E 
KI R”. Then v  is an isomorphism of KI . R” onto K . R”. Finally, using the 
same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we see that the action of K on 
R” is irreducible and hence the proof of the theorem is completed. 
The following is a partial converse of the above theorem. 
THEOREM 3.3. M(n) z SO(n) . R”, n >, 2, the motiongroup of the Euclidean 
n-space, is minimally w.a.p. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of the case n = 2 ([4, Theorem 4.81). 
Milnes [22] has simplified our proof of Theorem 4.8 somewhat. Some of his 
simplifications will glso be applied here. For convenience, we will denote M(n) 
by G. If  t E SO(n) and x E R”, t(x) will denote the evaluation of t at X. Recall 
that (t, X) . (t’, x’) = (tt’, x + t(x’)). Note that SO(n) acts on C(R”) in a natural 
fashion: if t E SO(n) and g E C(R”), t g E C(R”) is given by (t . g)(x) =g(t(x)). 
It is easily checked that if g E W(R”), then t g E W(R”). (Say, one may check 
that t . g satisfies Grothendieck’s criterion.) Using the facts that CIj = (X E Rn: 
1 x 1 <jJ is an F-sequence for R”, that t( U,) = Uj and that A,, is SO(n)- 
invariant we see that 
m&t . d = lip ( 1/~&4ud Iu, g(W) dx = m,&). 
I f  f  E W(G) and t E SO(n), set ft  E W(R’“) by ft(x) = f  (t, x), x E R”. By 
Lemma 2.3, 
mdf) = !‘,,(,, m,Aft) dt. (3.2) 
Here the integration is respect to the normalized Haar measure of SO(n). Note 
that since f  is uniformly continuous, t’ + t’ t f t  is continuous from SO(n) into 
C(R”). 
Let f  E W,(G), f  3 0. We want to conclude that f  E C,(G). Using the facts 
that f  is uniformly continuous and that SO(n) is compact, we only have to show 
that ft  E C,(R”) for each t E SO(n). By (3.2) mRn(ft) = 0 for each t. So our 
theorem is a consequence of the following claim: If  
(i) g E W,(R”), g 2 0 
(ii) t + t g is continuous from SO(n) into W(R”) 
then g E C,(R”). 
I f  g I$ C,(R”), then there exist E > 0 and yI; E R”, yI. - CO such that &v,,.) > 
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2~. By (ii) and (3.1), we may assume that J’,; = (uk , 0 ,..., 0), a,. E R. Let A,(k) 
[h E R: g(a, , O,..., 0, 6) > E, 0 -< 6 < j]. We claim that 
liy ($1 hR(Aj(k)) == 0. (3.3) 
H\r replacingg by [(nk,,..,o)~, we only have to show that 
where -4, [h E R:g(O ,..., 0, 6) ; E, 0 . . 6 zljr. 13~ (ii) there exists 6 , 0 
such that if 0 < 6, < 6 < 7, i == I ,..., n - I, then 
~ g(0 )..., 0, r) - ,y(<X’ )...) xn) . E’?, 
‘7’ sin H,, dH, ..’ dH,_, dj 
lim sup (~~)(I7ni2)~2~ 
Y sin Hz dH, ... dO+, dv 
.AR(A,) 
lim sup (7L:j”) . C . 1 r ‘6-1 dr 
* 0 
((~’ (r(n*2)/2~“‘~) . J6 ... [” (~;‘2) sin+’ H,-, ... sin ti2 dH, ... do,,-, x. 0.) 
,I - 0 
= lim sup (n;p) . C . ((h,(Ai))Tl/n) 
lim sup C’ . (hR(Aj)ji)‘l 
So lim,(hR(A4j)/j) = 0, as claimed. 
By (3.3) there exist Oj , i == I, 2 ,.., in R, bi > 0, such that 
(3.4) 
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Now fix b > 0. Choose 8, = arctan(b/a,), 0 < 4 ( ~12. Note that 8, + 0 
as K - co. So, for x e R”, g(a(Q(x)) - g(x) - 0 as k ---f 00 where a(8) E SO(n) 
is defined by 
4w, ,‘.., x,) = (x1 cos 0 - x, sin 8, x2 ,..., x,-i , xi sin 0 + X, cos e). 
In particular, g(a, cos 8, , 0 ,..., 0, a, sin 0,) - g(ak , 0 ,..., 0) -+ 0 as k -+ 00. On 
the other hand, ](al, cos 8,) 0 ,..., 0), ak sin 0,) - (a k , 0 ,..., 0, b)l = (ak2 f  b2)lj2 - 
ak + 0 as k + co. So we have, for each i, 
dak ) 0 ,..., 0) - g(a, , 0 ,..., 0, bi) -+ 0, as k-too. (35) 
By (3.4) and (3.9, 
lim sup lim supg(a, , 0 ,..., 0, bi) > 26, 
t k 
lim i;f lim infg(a, , 0 ,..., 0, bd) < E. 
I 
This contradicts Grothendieck’s criterion (Lemma 2.1). Therefore, g E C,,(R”), 
as claimed. 
By combining Theorem 3.3 with Godement’s result mentioned in Section 2 
we get the following. 
COROLLARY 3.4. If f l B(M(n)), then f can be written uniquely as g + h 
where g E AP(M(n)) n B(M(n)) and h E C&M(n)). Furthermore, the coefficient 
functions of unitary representations of M(n) which have no nonzero jinite-dimen- 
sional subrepresentations vanish at in..nity. In particular, the coeficient functions 
of finite-dimensional irreducible unitary representations of M(n) vanish at infinity. 
Note that the final statement of the above corollary is the Corollary to 
Theorem 4 of Baggett and Taylor [I]. 0 ur approach is completely different from 
theirs. 
Each finite-dimensional irreducible unitary representation of M(n) is lifted 
from an irreducible unitary representation of SO(n). Therefore, ifg E AP(M(N) n 
B(M(n)), then g(t, x) = ET=, CUFF where q+ are coefficient functions of irre- 
ducible unitary representations of SO(n) and x 1 q 1 < co. Also note that each 
continuous a.p. function on M(n) can be approximated uniformly by functions 
of the form x:j”=, cjvj . The infinite-dimensional irreducible unitary representa- 
tions of G were first described by Mackey as an example of his induced repre- 
sentation theory, cf. Warner [31, p. 4421. For example, the irreducible repre- 
sentations of class 1 relative to the subgroup SO(n - I) are ( W, L2(S”-1)) where 
p f  R, p > 0 and 9-i is the (n - I)-sphere in R” with normalized Lebesgue 
measure: 
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f E L”(S” I), (t, X) E M(n), 5 E Sri-r, and (x, 5) is the inner product of .X and [ 
in R”. I f  U is a direct integral of {U’}, say, 0’ = J”: @ Co &L(P) where p is a 
bounded Bore1 measure on (0, oo), then the coefficient functions of l/ vanish at 
infinity. In particular, we have the following. 
COHOLLARY 3.5. Let p be a bounded Bore1 measure on (0, TX) and,f ELl(dt x dp). 
Set 
&9 1 jsnel e cD(r,E)f(tt P) dt d&h .c E R”. 
‘Then lim,, , ,g(.~) 0. 
Hemarks I. I f  n = 2 and f  is independent of p, then the above result can be 
written as 
lim L jx jr 
n+r 277 ,) 
ei~acos~(0) d0 dp(p) --- 0, 
-77 
where .f e L’( -r, x) and a E R. In partidular, if J I, then the above formula 
becomes : 
lim [’ J&a) dp(p) = 0, 
a+= ‘,, 
where Jo(x) == ( 112~) JTn eizcoss d0, x E R, is the Bessel function of order zero. 
This fact is of course well known and elementary. 
2. Let G = 6 R” where K is a compact connected group acting on R” 
naturally and irreducibly (see Theorem 3.2). Then by [I, Theorem 41 the 
coefficient functions of infinite-dimensional irreducible unitary representations 
of G vanish at infinity. It is therefore reasonable to conjecture that G is minimally 
w.a.p. Perhaps the proof of Theorem 3.3 can be modified to provide a proof 
of this conjecture. 
4. THE GROUP SL(2, R) 
If  G is a noncompact locally compact group, then the inclusive relation 
C C: C;,(G) C W(G) always holds. It is natural to ask whether there exists 
(noncompact) G such that G is both minimally a.p. and w.a.p., i.e., W(G) :-~ 
C c.3 C,(G). The purpose of this section is to show that SL(2, R) is such a group. 
11s is well known, SL(2, R) is the product of three closed subgroups K, ‘-1, 
and S where 
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Here of course K s T, A g R+, N g R, and K x A x N is homeomorphic 
to SL(2, R) under the mapping (r(e), (~(a), j?(6)) --+ ~(0) . a(u) * /3(b), the 
Iwasawa decomposition of SL(2, R). Therefore, each function on SL(2, R) 
can be considered as a function of three variables (0, a, b). From time to time 
we will write ~(0) . a(a) . p(b) as 8 . a . b. The main theorem of this section is: 
THEOREM 4.1. W(SL(2, R)) = C @ C,,(SL(2, R)). 
It is easy to see that the above theorem is a consequence of the following three 
lemmas. We write 5X(2, R) as SL, . 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose that f E W(SL,). Then there exist g E W(SL,) with 
g(e . u . b) = g(e . U) if e . u . b E SL, and h E C,(SL,) such that f = g + h. 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose that g is a bounded uniformly continuous function on 
SL, and g(6’ . u . b) = g(B . U) for each 0 . u . b E SL, . Then g(B . a) = g(8) for 
euchBEKunduEA. 
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose that g is uniformly continuous on SL, and g(B . a . b) = 
g(8) for 0 . a . b E SL, . Then g is a constant function. 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. For fixed y(B) E K and a(u) E A, define &., E W(R) by 
t,.,(b) = f (0 . a . b), b E R. For a while we will write ,$O.a simply as 6. Since f is 
uniformly continuous, we see that [(u’b) - t(b) -+ 0 uniformly in b as a’ 4 1. 
Therefore, if b, E R and b, -+ co, then there exist closed intervals I, such that 
&(I,) + co as n --f a, b, E I,, and sup{1 t(b) - [(b,)l : b EI,} -+ 0 as n 4 co. 
Since 
we see that lim, [(b,) = mR(@. In other words, lim,,, f (0 . a . 6) = rnR(.&J 
exists for 0 E K and 01 E A. Choose any sequence 6, in N, b, + co. Then r,,f 
converges pointwisely to a function g, g(B . a * b) = g(B . a) = m,(&.,). Since 
rbnf has a subsequence which converges weakly (tog), g E W(SL,). 
Let h = f - g. We want to show that h E C,(SL,). Since K is compact and h 
is uniformly continuous, it suffices to show that for each fixed 0, h(0 . a . b) --f 0 
as a . b + co (in A N). By replacing h by Z,h, we only have to consider the case 
that 0 = 0. By the definition of h, 
for each fixed a, h(u . 6) + 0 as b -+ CO. (4.1) 
Assume that there exist E > 0 and a, . b, E A . N, a, . b, -+ 00 such that 
h(an . b,) >, E > 0 for each n. (4.2) 
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We intend to show that (4.2) 1 ea s d t o a contradiction. Since h is uniformly 
continuous and (4.1) holds, by taking a subsequence if necessary, we may assume 
that either a, -+ 0 or a, - -+ co. 
If  a, - 0, then for b E N 
as n---f co, since u,b - 0. So, by (4.2), lim inf, h(a, (b, ids 0)) ,;I E, b E in-. But, 
by (4.1), h(a, (6, i b)) -+ 0 as b + co. So, by Lemma 2. I, h is not y.a.p., 
a contradiction. 
If  a, + “o, then by (4.2) 
lim inf h(b . a, . 6,) = lim itf h(u, . (6, + b/u,)) > E, b E N. 
n 
But, by (4.1), h(b . a, 6,) = h(u, . (b, + b/u,)) + 0 as b + a. So h is not 
w.a.p., a contradiction. So h G C,,(SL,) as claimed. 
Remark. Since A X is isomorphic to the ax A- b group, the above lemma 
also follows from Mimes [22, Lemmas 2.9 and 2. lo]. For sake of completeness, 
we included a complete proof here. 
Proof of Lemma 4.3. Since g is uniformly continuous, given E > 0, there 
exists 6 I> 0 such that 
! gM4) . x . r(Q) - id4 < E (4.3) 
if, 8, ~ cc 6, , 8, I < 6, and x E SL, . Note that 
b’(b) . ~$4 = ( 
cos H - b sin B sin H + b cos H 
-sin 6 cos 0 i I ’ 
‘Therefore if its Iwasawa decomposition is 
then 
P(b) . ~(0) = db, 0) . a’(b, 0) . b’(b, @), (4.4) 
eLv(b*o) =-- (cos 0 - b sin f’I + i sin e)/( I - b sin 26 -I- b2 sin2 tJ)l:2, 
u’(b, 0) = (1 - b sin 20 + b2 sin2 0)1/2, 
cf. [30, p. 2001. We claim that for each a E A there exist b E B and 0 E K such that 
a’(b, 0) = a, (4.5) 
0) <s and y(b, 6’)! < S. (4.6) 
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Suppose first that what we have claimed above holds. Fix r(#) E K. Combining 
(4.3) and (4.6), we get 
I gbJ(N . BW) - M-VP> 4) . Y(#) . B(b) . r(W < 6. (4.7) 
Note that&(#) . P(b)) = gMW since g is independent of b E N. Also note that 
by (4.4) and (4.5) 
’ g(l4-4~ @) . r(4) . P(b) . Y(e)) = gM#) .44 NW .4> 
= dYh4 ~44 
So (4.7) is simply 
I g(4J) - A# * 4 < E- 
Since E > 0 is arbitrary, g(#) = g(# . a) = g(# . a . b) as stated in the lemma. 
To finish the proof of the lemma it remains to show that given a E A there 
exist 0 and b such that (4.5) and (4.6) are satisfied. Note that since 1 - a2 < 1, 
when 8 is close to zero cos2 8 > 1 - a2. In fact when e is close to zero co9 8 - 
(1 - a”) is bounded away from zero. Therefore, we may choose t9 such that 
(i) 0 < e < 6, 
(ii) cos2 e > (1 - u2) 
and 
(iii) arctan(sin e/(cos2 e - (1 - u2))V2) < 6. 
Let 
6 = (COS e + (~0~2 e - (1 - u’))l’“)/sin 8. (4-g) 
Then b E N and it is easily checked that a’(b, 0) = a, i.e., (4.5) is satisfied. 
Note that by (4.8) 
so, 
6 sin e - cos e = (~0~2 e - (1 - ~2))1'2. 
tan ~(b, e) = sin e/(cos e - 6 sin e) = sin e/--(c0s2 e - (1 - u2))l12. 
By (iii), 1 ~(b, f9)j < 6, i.e., (4.6) is satisfied too. The proof of this lemma is 
completed. 
Proof of Lemma 4.4. Assume that g(B . a . b) = g(B) if B . a . b E SL, . Let 
E > 0 be given. As before, there exists 6 > 0, 6 < ~12, such that if 0 < 8 < S, 
then 
I ed” * r(Q)) - g(4 < E9 x E SL, . (4.9) 
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For n E .j, 0 E K consider 
Suppose its Iwasawa decomposition is ~(a, 0) ~‘(a, 0) ~‘(cY, 0). Then tan ~(n, 0) 
(l/&‘) tan 0. Suppose that T is given, 0 < p < r/2. Fix anv 6 such that 0 < N . d 
and set n = (tan B/tan pl)li*. Then p)(a, 0) --: 9;. Given j($) E K. by (4.9) 
R(Y(4) . a(a) . Y(4) - R(Y(4) 44): c.: E. (4. IO) 
But R(Y(#) 44) z-z R(YN~ and g(y(#) 44 . ~(4) s(r(JI) Y(F) ~Q’((J. 4) 
/3(b’(cr, 6’))) == cq(y($ - p)). So (4.10) can be written as 
I ‘dY(# + YD)) - S(Y(41,))l -: t 
Since t > 0 is arbitrary, g(y(4)) r= g(y(# -i- y)), i.e. , g is a constant function 
on ,SL, as claimed. 
Remnrk. Theorem 4.1 implies, in particular, that -\P(S’L,) :~= C. This fact is, 
of course, well known and can easily be proved by showing that SL, has no 
nontrivial finite-dimensional unitary representations (cf. [IS, p. 3501) and hence 
by von Seumann’s approximation theorem [24], AP(SL,) = C. We like to point 
out that van Neumann’s approximation theorem was not applied in the proof nf 
Theorem 4.1. 
As before, since B(SL,) C W(SL,), we have the following consequence of 
Theorem 4. I 
COROLIARY 4.5. Each f c B(SL(2, R)) conaerges at infinity, or, equicalently, 
if , f  is N rontinuous positive dejinite function on SL(2, R) then lim, ~, -f(x) exists. 
In particular, coefficient functions of nontrivial irreducible unitary representa- 
tions of G vanish at infinity. The above corollary can also be obtained by applying 
results in Kunze and Stein [21] as follows: If  J @ UY &(oI) is a direct integral 
decomposition of a unitary representation I’ of SL, and if each 7.” is unitarih 
equivalent to an element of the discrete or continuous principal series then b\ 
[2 I, Theorem 1 I] the coefficient functions of C belong to LO(SL,) for some 4 .. :! 
(and hence belong to C,,(SL,)). Applying the proof of their Theorem 1 I and 
C‘orollary 3 of Theorem 7 it is easy to conclude that if K z s 3 (‘8 do and 
if each l‘fi is unitarily equivalent to VU for some 4 3: 6 1, 0 where Jo .b, 8 0 
is fixed and CC’*‘. c 1 ,,,<aC1,,l stands for the complimentary series of SL, , then the 
coefficient functions of U belong to L”(SL,) if q > l/S. Since S : . 0 is arbitrary, 
n-e conclude that if c’ = s @ 7,‘” d@) and if each CT0 is unitarily equivalent 
to some I .(‘. 0 ‘ : JL < &, then the coefficient functions of 1 j vanish at infinitv. 
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Since each unitary representation U of SL, can be written as s @ U& (tcL(~y) @ 
s @ US d@) where each Ca is equivalent to an element of the discrete or con- 
tinuous series and each Ua is equivalent to an element of the complimentary 
series, Corollary 4.5 follows. We do not know whether Corollary 4.5 implies 
Theorem 4.1, since in general B(G) is not uniformly dense in W(G), see [26]. 
A well-known result of Segal and von Neumann [29] states that every non- 
compact simple Lie group is minimally a.p. On the other hand, Cowling [5] 
proved that if G is a simple Lie group with finite center, then the coefficient 
functions of nontrivial irreducible unitary representations of G belong to La(G) 
for some finite 4. It is, therefore, reasonable to make the following conjecture: 
Let G be a noncompact connected simple Lie group with finite center, then 
W(G) = C @ C,,(G). Note that it is necessary to assume that the center of G 
is finite. For if the center of G is not finite, then it is noncompact and hence by 
[4, Theorem 4.61, W,,(G)/C,(G) contains a copy of P. 
Since every noncompact connected simple Lie group has a Iwasawa decom- 
position, perhaps a proof of our conjecture can proceed along a line similar to 
that of Theorem 4.1. 
Note added in proof. The referee has kindly informed us that the above conjecture 
has been proven by W. Veech in a currently circulating preprint. He also pointed out 
that the vanishing of the matrix coefficients at infinity for representations of simple Lie 
groups with finite center had also (in addition to Cowling) been observed by R. Howe 
and C. C. Moore (Asymptotic behavior of unitary representations, Preprint) and R. J. 
Zimmer (Orbit spaces of unitary representations, ergodic theory and simple Lie groups, 
Ann of Math. 106 (1977), 573-588.) 
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